The author recounts the history of nursing, "how we got to where we are now" explaining the struggles nurses have endured and encoun- NOVEMBER 1997, VOL. 45, NO. 11 tered along the way. The topics discussed are general in nature and apply to all nurses regardless of specialty or discipline .The tone is blatantly realistic, yet encouraging, by providing resource s and networking suggestions. Althou gh the book is not intended as a tool to prepare for certification, it is a realistic interpretation of the past, present, and future dilemmas all nurses face.This book was a delight to read. It is highly recommended for all nursing students and those considering a career in the nursing profession, also nicely done and easy to read.
Debra Gibbon , RN, COHN, CSP Hackettstown, NJ
Safety By Objectives, Second Edition by Dan Peterson
In this second edition of Safety By Objectives, Peterson, who has published a number of books and articles on safety management and organizational behavior over the past 10 years or so, further applies management by objectives, total quality management, and statistical process control to safety management.
The author emphasizes that accountability and accountability systems encourage successful safety programs, demonstrating how the development of respon sibility for safe behavior by all employees fosters decreased injury and illness. The text offers ways to analyze corporate culture, assess safety systems, identify hazards, set safety objectives, evaluate the outcome s, and establish rewards for meeting goals.
The book provides an overview of the history of safety management and management principles. It is a good introduction to nurses new to occupational health and the relationship to the safety discipline. It also offers a review for occupational health nurses preparing for certification or entering an interdisciplinary role.
The author's style is readable and "user friendly," and the textbook format provides outlines for each chapter. Tables, charts of 
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